Master List of CASP 2012 Database Entries

*King Lear* (2012) by Peter Hinton and August Schellenberg

*Hamlet* (2012) by Kevin O'Day - National Ballet of Canada

*Shakespeare’s Will* (2007 & 2011) by Vern Thiessen [updated]

*MacHomer* (2012) by Rick Miller [updated]

*Henry V* (2012) by Company of Fools

*Mr. Shakespeare’s Bastard* (2010) by Richard B. Wright


*DEADLY SIN, Macbeth: A Cabaret* (2011) by Paul Hopkins

*Love’s Labour’s Lost* (2005) by Corinne Jaber and Stephen Landrigan

*Hamlet: An Opera* (2007) by Mark Richards

*Lucrece* (2007) by Angus McLellan and Grayden Laing

*Tout Shakespeare Pour Les Nuls* (2005) by Jean-Guy Legault

*Prospero* (?) by NSJ

*The Comedy of Errors* (2010) by Peter Hinton


*The Other, Haitian Macbeth* (2010) by Stacey Christodoulou

*Romeo and Juliet* (2005)
*Romeo and Juliet* (2007)
*Twelfth Night* (2007)
*King Lear* (2006)
*Othello* (2006)
*Hamlet* (2005) by Paul Illidge

*No Beast So Fierce: A Retelling of William Shakespeare’s Tragedy of King Richard the Third* (2011)
*Crowns and Roses: Shakespeare’s Tales of the Lancasters and the Yorks* (2011)
*Plantagenet Plots: Shakespeare’s Stories of the Middle Ages* (2010)
God’s Chosen King?: A Retelling of William Shakespeare’s Tragedy of King Richard II (2010)
Foreign Wars: A Retelling of William Shakespeare’s History of King Henry V (2010)

Kill Shakespeare series (2010) by Conor McCreery and Anthony Del Col, with art by Andy Belanger

Othello (2008) by Zaib Shaikh and Matthew Edison

Hamlet (2011) by Bruce Ramsay

Tempest-Tost (1951) by Robertson Davies

The Tempest (2005) by Rod Carley

Henry V (2006) by Rod Carley

Othello (2012) by Kirk Peterson (Alberta Ballet)

Romeo and Juliet (2011) by Alexei Ratmansky (National Ballet of Canada)

Hamlet (In Tent City) (2010) by Judith Thompson

Tempest Round A Teapot (2005) by Karen Rickers

Hamlet (2007) by Joseph Pagnan

Teaching Hamlet (2011) by Kier Culter


Shakespeare for White Trash: Antony and Cleopatra (2011)
Shakespeare for White Trash: As You Like It (2011)
Shakespeare for White Trash: Coriolanus (2012)
Shakespeare for White Trash: Henry IV, Part II (2011)
Shakespeare for White Trash: Henry V (2011)
Shakespeare for White Trash: Henry VI, Part I (2011)
Shakespeare for White Trash: Henry VI, Part II (2012)
Shakespeare for White Trash: Julius Caesar (2010)
Shakespeare for White Trash: King John (2011)
Shakespeare for White Trash: King Lear (2010)
Shakespeare for White Trash: Macbeth (2010)
Shakespeare for White Trash: Measure for Measure (2012)
Shakespeare for White Trash: Othello (2010)
Shakespeare for White Trash: Richard II (2011)
Shakespeare for White Trash: Romeo and Juliet (2010)
Shakespeare for White Trash: The Comedy of Errors (2011)
Shakespeare for White Trash: The Merchant of Venice (2010)
Shakespeare for White Trash: The Taming of the Shrew (2010)
Shakespeare for White Trash: Timon of Athens (2012)
Shakespeare for White Trash: Twelfth Night (2011) by Crad Kilodney

Amaluna (2012) by Fernand Rainville and Diane Paulus – Cirque de Soleil